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1. (a) What an Lissajous figures? Mention a few uses of them

(b) Finq thE general equation of a particle in which two simple harmonic motion
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(c) Two simple harmonic motioIn acting simultaneously on a pmticle are
expressed by the equations: – ' '

yI = 3sh! (at + z/6)
y2 = 5sin (at + n/3)

C:?la? Iate a) amplitude, (ii) phase constant and (iii) time period of the resultant
vibration.

(a) State free, damped and forced vibratjons.2.

O) Find the general solution of forced vibration. Discuss the resonant conditionIt0

(C)
fhanTTiG oscillatof of qualitY [actor 12 is subjected to a sinusoidal applied
PYe of frequencY one and half times the natural frequency of the os1.,Ktor.
If the damping is small obtain (i) the amplitude of the forced oscillation i
t?ans o{ i.ts !naxinunn amplitude and (ii) the angle by which it will be out of
phase with the driving force.

3.
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(C) ALparane! beain qf light.of wavelength 589 nm iS incident on a thin glaSS plate
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4. (a) DistinWish between Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction of light. (05)
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(b) Derive the intensity expression for double-slit Fraunhofer diffraction of light
and show that the intensity of light of central maximum of this double-slit i–s 4
times the intensity of central maximum of a single slit diffraction. Assume tht
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the intensity for a single-slit diffractIon is , where the symbols

have their usual meaning.

(c) Light of wavelength 500 nm passes through a sEt of 0.2 mm wide. ne (05)
diffraction pattern is formed on a screen 60 cm away. Determine the angBhr (C03)

spread of central maximum. P02)


